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Co-clustering for Auditory Scene Categorization
Rui Cai, Lie Lu, Member, IEEE, and Alan Hanjalic, Member, IEEE

Abstract—Auditory scenes are temporal audio segments with co-
herent semantic content. Automatically classifying and grouping
auditory scenes with similar semantics into categories is benefi-
cial for many multimedia applications, such as semantic event de-
tection and indexing. For such semantic categorization, auditory
scenes are first characterized with either low-level acoustic features
or some mid-level representations like audio effects, and then su-
pervised classifiers or unsupervised clustering algorithms are em-
ployed to group scene segments into various semantic categories. In
this paper, we focus on the problem of automatically categorizing
audio scenes in unsupervised manner. To achieve more reasonable
clustering results, we introduce the co-clustering scheme to exploit
potential grouping trends among different dimensions of feature
spaces (either low-level or mid-level feature spaces), and provide
more accurate similarity measure for comparing auditory scenes.
Moreover, we also extend the co-clustering scheme with a strategy
based on the Bayesian information criterion (BIC) to automati-
cally estimate the numbers of clusters. Evaluation performed on
272 auditory scenes extracted from 12-h audio data shows very en-
couraging categorization results. Co-clustering achieved a better
performance compared to some traditional one-way clustering al-
gorithms, both based on the low-level acoustic features and on the
mid-level audio effect representations. Finally, we present our vi-
sion regarding the applicability of this approach on general mul-
timedia data, and also show some preliminary results on content-
based image clustering.

Index Terms—Audio content analysis, auditory scene categoriza-
tion, co-clustering, local feature grouping trends.

I. INTRODUCTION

AN auditory scene is a semantically consistent audio seg-
ment that describes a certain event scenario or provides

some contextual information [1]. For example, in action movies,
an audio segment containing the sounds of siren, car-racing,
and car-crash construct an auditory scene which may indicate
a pursuit event; while an audio segment containing the sounds
of noise, speech, and car-horn can be seen as an indication of a
street scene context.

Automatically classifying or grouping auditory scenes with
similar semantics into categories is useful for many multimedia
applications. Many recent research works explored the role
of auditory scenes for semantic event detection or indexing
in audiovisual data (video) [2]–[6]. For example, audio scene
analysis has been employed to detect scenes like fighting,
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pursuit, and horror in movies [2], [3], [5], [6], and highlight
events like goal and foul in sports videos [4]. Other newly
emerging applications of auditory scene categorization are in
context-aware computing and pervasive computing [7]–[12].
As audio signals are easy to be recorded and stored on diverse
portable devices, these collected audio data can be analyzed
to recognize users’ location and application/situation context.
For instance, attempts were made in [11], [12] to automatically
create E-diaries through analyzing and annotating a whole
day’s audio recording. Also mobile phone manufacturers have
recognized the potential of recognizing representative environ-
mental scenarios by classifying audio inputs [7], [9].

The features typically used to describe auditory scenes in-
clude both low-level acoustic features and mid-level represen-
tations. Some previous works established a direct mapping from
low-level features to high-level semantics. For example, in [7],
[9], low-level features such as short-time energy (STE), zero-
crossing rate (ZCR), linear predictive coding (LPC) coefficients,
and Mel frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC) are used to
characterize scene samples; while in [11], the entropy of en-
ergy distribution of discrete Fourier transform (DFT) spectrum
is employed to depict audio signals. These low-level features
can provide temporal and spectral descriptions of audio data,
and are reported to be powerful in distinguishing some related
simple scenes like indoor/outdoor and speech/music. However,
for scenes with more complex semantics, such low-level fea-
tures usually vary significantly among the scene samples be-
longing to a same semantic category, and thus may lead to un-
satisfying categorization performance. To compensate for this
deficiency of low-level features, some mid-level representations
or audio effects have been utilized to characterize complex audi-
tory scenes. Audio effects can be defined as specific elementary
audio events that provide critical clues for human understanding
of an auditory scene [2], [3], [6]. Examples of such effects are
cheer and laughter in humor scenes in comedies, and explosion
and gun-shot in violence scenes in action movies. As audio ef-
fects contain some semantic meaning, they can provide more
exact and useful information to infer the semantic categories of
complex audio scenes.

To categorize auditory scenes, most current works utilize su-
pervised classifiers or rules, applied either to low-level acoustic
features or mid-level representations. For example, -NN
classifiers and Gaussian mixture models (GMM) are built in
[7] to classify auditory scenes into 26 predefined semantic
categories. In [4], heuristic rules such as “if double whistling,
then Foul or Offside happens” are used to infer the semantics
of scenes in soccer games. Also, statistical models like support
vector machine (SVM) and Bayesian network (BN) [3] have
been employed to learn the relationships between audio effects
and scene semantics. The supervised classification methods
typically applied in the abovementioned approaches have
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been proved to be powerful in capturing the available prior
knowledge and modeling complex mappings between features
and high-level semantics, and gave encouraging results. In
supervised approaches, the semantic categories are assumed
to be known in a priori. This assumption, however, is not
always valid, as for instance in the applications like pervasive
computing [11]. There, the semantic scenes are unknown in
advance, and it is therefore impossible to collect training data
and learn proper supervised models or rules. Moreover, the
applicability of most supervised approaches is limited to narrow
application domains, as their effectiveness relies heavily on the
quality and completeness of training data [13]. Therefore, not
surprisingly, there is an increasing need for novel unsupervised
scene categorization approaches, as also suggested in [14].
The development of such an approach taking as input both the
low-level acoustic features and mid-level audio effects, is the
focus of this paper.

Clustering theory [15] provides the most intuitive framework
for grouping similar scenes to a semantic category in an unsu-
pervised manner. In traditional one-way clustering algorithms
such as -means, similarities among scenes are estimated by
measuring the distances among their relevant points in feature
space, assuming that each feature gives equal contribution to
the distance measure. However, such assumption is not always
satisfied in practice, and usually leads to suboptimal clustering
performance. In this paper, we first investigate possible local
grouping trends among various features given the data distribu-
tion in the feature space, and also explain how such trends will
affect the similarity measure during clustering. To characterize
such grouping trends among features and use them to provide
more reasonable clustering results, we propose a co-clustering
based scheme to categorize auditory scenes. Co-clustering (also
referred to as “bi-clustering”) is a two-way simultaneous clus-
tering algorithm, which has already been employed in research
fields like bioinformatics [16], [17] and text analysis [18]–[20],
mostly acting as a tool for generating co-occurrence statistics.
In this paper, we show that co-clustering can also provide a
framework to formulate the local feature grouping relations,
and can provide more reasonable scene categorization results
than one-way clustering approaches. Moreover, as the cluster
numbers in the existing co-clustering algorithms are assumed
to be known beforehand, we also generalize the co-clustering
scheme by applying the Bayesian information criterion (BIC) to
automatically select the optimal cluster numbers. Experiments
on auditory scene categorization show very promising results.
The co-clustering scheme achieved a better performance on both
classification accuracy and cluster number prediction. We also
discuss the applicability of our approach on other mediums than
audio, and examine the performance with a preliminary evalua-
tion on image clustering.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we first unravel the phenomenon of local grouping trend among
features and analyze how such trends affect a similarity mea-
sure. In Section III, we present our approach to auditory scene
categorization based on the co-clustering scheme, as well as the
BIC-based estimation of the cluster numbers. The evaluation of
the proposed approach is presented in Section IV, while in Sec-
tion V we discuss the applicability of the proposed approach to

Fig. 1. Local feature grouping trend and its influence to the distance measure.

general multimedia data. Finally, conclusions and recommen-
dations can be found in Section VI.

II. ANALYSIS OF LOCAL GROUPING TRENDS AMONG FEATURES

It is known from the field of pattern classification that dif-
ferent features (or feature combinations) may provide different
contributions in distinguishing samples belonging to different
classes. Various algorithms such as the Bayesian structural EM
[21], can be utilized to learn this information and estimate op-
timal model parameters for improving classification accuracy.
However, in the unsupervised case, the absence of training sam-
ples makes it difficult to discover such latent relations between
features and data clusters, although these relations exist and also
affect the categorization performance. More specifically, for the
problem addressed in this paper, given the auditory scenes and
their representations in the feature space, a fundamental step in
the scene categorization process is to measure the distance or
similarity between any two scene samples. Without prior knowl-
edge, each individual feature measured in a scene will contribute
equally to the distance measure, what in practice may not always
be a reasonable approach.

In this paper, we aim at improving the reliability of scene
clustering results in a general case by exploring the relations
between features and data in an unsupervised manner. In partic-
ular, we investigate how the relations between features change
locally depending on various potential data clusters in the fea-
ture space. We will refer to such feature relations further as
the “local feature grouping trends”. In this section, we will first
show some examples of such trends and their influence on dis-
tance/similarity computation, both in terms of low- and mid-
level features, and then discuss why dealing with this phenom-
enon is difficult in the specific context of unsupervised auditory
scene categorization.

A. Grouping Trends Between Low-Level Features

Fig. 1 illustrates an example of a local feature grouping trend
and its influence on a distance measure. Fig. 1(a) shows three
data points , , and located on the , , and axes of a
3-dimensional feature space, respectively, and all at the same
distance from the origin . If , , and are independent of each
other, then we have . Now, we assume
that it has been known that in the data set there is a cluster whose
data points lay on the surface, as indicated by the region

in Fig. (1b), where and belong to cluster while
does not. Then, in order to properly reveal the cluster after
clustering, the distance from the point to each of the points
or should be larger than the distance between and , i.e.,
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Fig. 2. Audio effects based auditory scene categorization.

, by means of the used distance mea-
sure. In other words, we can say that the dimensions and are
apt to be locally grouped or correlated given the distribution of
data cluster , and such local grouping should be con-
sidered in the distance measure to properly reveal the cluster .
In the clustering practice, however, such local grouping trends
among features cannot be analyzed in advance as data clusters
like are not known. As a matter of fact, revealing such clus-
ters is the purpose of clustering.

B. Grouping Trends Between Audio Effects

The phenomenon similar to local feature grouping can also be
found in the spaces representing mid-level audio effects. Under-
standing such grouping trends can even be more intuitive than
for the abstract low-level feature case discussed above.

We consider the example in Fig. 2. This case involves 8 audi-
tory scenes, each of which is described by the occurrence proba-
bilities of four audio effects. With one-way clustering, all these
four audio effects are considered independently in the scene’s
similarity measure, which results in four scene categories in-
dicated by (a)–(d). However, a semantic analysis of the data
suggests that the abovementioned grouping leads to over-seg-
mentation of the content, and that grouping the scenes into only
two categories would be more appropriate. The first of these
categories, indicated as , can be labeled as war, and consists
of scene groups (a) and (c). The second one, the category ,
represents humor and includes the scene groups (b) and (d).
Here, we can say the dimensions of cheer and laughter are
locally grouped given the samples from the humor scene. To
discover higher-level semantic categories automatically, an al-
gorithm should learn that a gun-shot usually occurs together
with explosion in war scenes, while cheer and laughter often
co-occur in humor scenes. More generally, there is the need in
the development of categorization algorithms for effectively ex-
ploiting the fact that there are combinations of audio effects that
often explain the semantics of audio data much better than the
effects taken individually.

C. Discussions

The phenomena in Sections II-A and II-B can be generally
summarized as the dependences between the processes of cat-

egorizing auditory scenes and discovering the local grouping
trends among feature.1 In other words:

• To achieve more reasonable semantic clusters with scene
categorization, the local grouping trends among various
features should be first exploited, to provide more accurate
similarity measure to scene samples.

• Vice versa, to find out such local feature grouping trends
existing in the data set of scene samples, the scene cate-
gories should be known beforehand to analyze the charac-
teristics of local data distributions.

In supervised learning algorithms, such dependences have
been embedded in models through analysis of the training data.
However, in our unsupervised situation, this “chicken and egg”
situation makes it difficult for the traditional clustering mecha-
nisms, like -means, to exploit such local grouping trends and
optimize the results of auditory scene categorization.

As a side note, we wish to emphasize the difference between
the discovery of local grouping trends among features and some
well-known statistical data pre-processing mechanisms, such
as principal component analysis (PCA) [22] and independent
component analysis (ICA) [23]. PCA and ICA have an entirely
different objective, namely searching for global correlations
among features on the whole data set. In general, PCA and ICA
are utilized to identify new meaningful underlying features and
reduce the data dimensionality.

III. CO-CLUSTERING FOR AUDITORY SCENE CATEGORIZATION

As discussed in Section II, the local grouping trends, existing
among features, will influence the clustering performance of au-
ditory scenes. To achieve more reasonable clusters, such local
grouping trends should be discovered and utilized in the dis-
tance measurement between scene samples.

As the local grouping trends depend on the features’ co-oc-
currence in samples from various scene categories, an intuitive
solution to reveal such trends is clustering features based on
their co-occurrence first. The revealed relations are then used in
measuring similarities among scene samples, to group scenes
into different semantic categories. Based on the obtained scene
groups, the group relations among features can be refined
through a second-round clustering, and the refined feature
groups can then again be employed to give more reasonable
scene groups. However, for the above iterative clustering
process the convergence is difficult to prove theoretically [24],
and there is no plausible criterion, based on which such iterative
process can be stopped.

To solve the abovementioned problems, in this paper, we pro-
pose a co-clustering based scheme. Co-clustering provides the
possibility for a simultaneous two-way clustering, which was al-
ready proved to converge toward a local minimum [15], thus we
can perform a co-clustering to reveal the local feature groups
and the semantic scene categories, simultaneously. Two dif-
ferent co-clustering approaches have been proposed in recent
literature. One is based on the spectral graph partition [18], and
the other employs an information theoretic approach [19], [20].
In our scheme, the information-theoretic co-clustering (ITCC)

1In the following sections, when we refer to features we refer jointly to both
low- and mid-level features (effects).
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is adopted, since it imposes fewer restrictions than the other so-
lution.2

In this section, we first formulate the problem of auditory
scene categorization using the co-clustering scheme, and
present the details of the information-theoretic co-clustering
process. Then, a Bayesian information criterion based strategy
is proposed to extend the ITCC scheme by providing the
possibility to set the number of clusters automatically.

A. Information-Theoretic Co-clustering

Suppose there are auditory scenes to be categorized, and
features are used to describe these scenes. The scenes can be

considered as being generated by a discrete random variable ,
whose value is taken from the set . Similarly, the
features can be assumed dominated by another discrete random
variable , whose value is taken in from the set .
Let denote the joint probability distribution between

and . As and are both discrete, is an
matrix, whose elements can be represented by . Such a
matrix is often called a 2-D contingency table or co-occurrence
table [25]. In , each row represents one auditory scene
and each column denotes one feature. We now also suppose that

and could be grouped into and disjoint clusters, de-
noting as and , respectively. These
clusters could also be regarded as being generated by two dis-
crete random variables and .

We start the information-theoretic approach to co-clustering
by measuring the amount of information shared between and

, that is, the mutual information , as

(1)

The mutual information is taken as a measurement of the orig-
inal information of the data collection, controlled by the la-
tent relations between the variables and . The criterion of
co-clustering is that such information should not be changed too
much during the clustering, as the objective of the clustering is
just to reveal such latent relations between the two variables.
Based on such assumption, it was shown in [19] that an optimal
co-clustering should minimize the loss of mutual information
after clustering, i.e., for the optimal clusters we can write:

(2)

The loss of mutual information can be represented as

(3)

2In spectral graph partition-based co-clustering, the numbers of clusters in
both feature dimensions and samples should be same. Such assumption is too
strict in the context of our work.

where is also a distribution in the form of an
matrix:

(4)
and where denotes the Kullback–Leibler (K–L) diver-
gence or relative entropy of two distributions and :

(5)

Also as shown in [19], the K-L divergence in (3) can be mod-
ified into (6) or (7):

(6)

(7)

From (6) and (7), we can see that the loss of mutual information
can be minimized by minimizing the K–L divergence between

and , as well as the divergence between
and . Thus an iterative co-clustering algorithm can be
carried out through the following four steps:

1) Initialization. Assign all auditory scenes and features
randomly into and clusters, respectively. Then
calculate the initial value of the matrix.

2) Update row clusters. For each row , find its new cluster
index in the measure of K-L divergence as

(8)

Thus the K–L divergence of and
decreases in this step. With the new row cluster indices,
update the matrix according to (4).

3) Update column clusters. Based on the updated matrix
in step 2, find a new cluster index for each column in
the measure of K-L divergence, as

(9)

Thus the K–L divergence of and decreases
in this step. With the new column cluster indices, update
the matrix again.

4) Re-calculate the loss of mutual information. If the
change in the loss of mutual information is smaller than a
predefined threshold [20], stop the iteration process and
return the clustering results; otherwise go to step 2 to start
a new iteration.
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Fig. 3. Illustration of the loss of mutual information with different cluster num-
bers of auditory scenes and audio effects.

In [19], it has been proved that the above iteration process
results in a monotonic decrease in the loss of mutual informa-
tion and always converges to a local minimum. In the imple-
mentation of the process, the maximally far apart criterion is
used to select the initial cluster centers, and the local search
strategy is utilized to increase the quality of the local optimal
[20]. The algorithm is computationally efficient and the com-
plexity is , where is the number of nonzeros
in , and is the iteration number.

B. Estimation of the Cluster Numbers

The row and column cluster number and , respectively,
are assumed to be known in the abovementioned co-clustering
algorithm. However, in most applications, it’s hard to specify
the cluster numbers beforehand, thus an effective approach to
automatically estimate the numbers of clusters in co-clustering
is highly required.

As mentioned in Section III-A, the criterion used to evaluate
the clustering results is the loss of mutual information. However,
as Fig. 3 illustrates, the more clusters are used, the more mutual
information is kept after the clustering. For example, when both
the row and column cluster numbers are one, there is 100% mu-
tual information loss; while there is no mutual information loss
if the cluster number is equal to the original sample amount.
Thus, we can not get reasonable cluster number if we choose
cluster number based on mutual information loss only. How-
ever, from the viewpoints of statistics, clusters can be consid-
ered as a model describing the data distribution. Therefore, with
more clusters, the model complexity (the number of parameters
in the model) increases significantly. From this view, we can
use the criteria, like Bayesian information criterion (BIC) [26],
in selecting the optimal cluster numbers of co-clustering, to bal-
ance the loss of mutual information and the model complexity.

BIC has been used successfully to automatically select the
cluster number in -means clustering [27]. Given a model, BIC
trades off the data likelihood with the model complexity .

In practice, the former has a weighting factor , and the latter is
modulated by the logarithm of the total number of samples in
the database, as

(10)

In our co-clustering scheme, the implementation of the BIC
criterion is somewhat different from the one frequently used in
one-way clustering. First, given the values of and , the data
likelihood could be approximated by the logarithm of the ratio
between the mutual information after clustering
and the original mutual information . It is assumed
that the model reserving more mutual information would have
higher “probability” to fit the data. Second, as co-clustering is a
two-way clustering, the model complexity here should consist
of two parts: the size of the row clusters ( cluster centers of
dimensionality ) and the size of the column clusters ( cluster
centers of dimensionality ). Therefore, we give the following
definition of the BIC to be used in our co-clustering scheme:

(11)
In the implementation, is set experimentally as . The

algorithm searches over all the pairs in a predefined range,
and the model with the highest BIC score is chosen as the op-
timal clustering result.

C. Construction of the Contingency Tables

To employ the co-clustering scheme for auditory scene cat-
egorization, the first step is to construct the contingency (or
co-occurrence) table. In this section, we show how to construct
the contingency tables based on low-level acoustic features and
mid-level audio effects, respectively.

1) Acoustic Feature-Based Contingency Table: In ITCC,
each cell of the contingency table reflects the co-occurrence
probability of corresponding features and scene samples. How-
ever, as low-level acoustic features are usually with varying
value scopes, they should be normalized prior to the construc-
tion of the contingency table.

First, for the acoustic feature, its value in the auditory
scene is re-scaled as according to the following expression:

(12)

Thus, the values of each feature in all the scene samples are in
the range of [0, 1]. In our approach, we can adopt such nor-
malized value to approximate the occurrence probability of the
related feature in a given auditory scene. For example, the larger
the value of the “short-time energy,” the higher is the probability
of “high volume” in the auditory scenes.
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TABLE I
INFORMATION ON THE EXPERIMENTAL AUDIO DATA

In the final contingency table , each element in
is normalized by the sum of all the elements in the

table to ensure its integral is one, as

(13)

2) Audio Effect-Based Contingency Table: For each audi-
tory scene, the framework proposed in our previous work [2]
is first utilized to detect audio effects. In this framework, hidden
Markov models (HMMs) are used to model the audio effects.
Then a sliding window of one second moves through the input
audio segment with 0.5 s overlap. Each window is further com-
pared against each HMM, which leads to a log-likelihood score
(confidence). At last, each window is classified as the audio ef-
fect with the highest score.

Based on the detection results, we estimate the occurrence
probability of the audio effect in the auditory scene:

(14)

where is the number of sliding windows in the audi-
tory scene, and is the confidence score of the sliding
window belonging to audio effect . Then, similar to (13), each
element of the contingency table can be calcu-
lated as:

(15)

IV. EVALUATION

The evaluation of the proposed co-clustering scheme was per-
formed on auditory scene segments extracted from about 12
hours of composite audio selected from various types of video
sound tracks, including movies and entertainment TV shows.
These sound tracks have abundant audio effects, which are usu-
ally distinct enough to be perceived. Detailed information on
the audio sequences used in our experiments is listed in Table I.
All the audio streams are in 16 KHz, 16-bit and mono channel.
Auditory scenes are first labeled by three graduate students and

TABLE II
CLUSTERING PERFORMANCE ON LOW-LEVEL ACOUSTIC

FEATURES WITH SPECIFIED NUMBERS OF CLUSTERS

assigned to five semantic categories: excitement, humor, pur-
suit, fight, and air-attack. To facilitate further evaluation steps,
only scenes with clear semantics are kept. These are the scenes,
for which all three labelers were unanimous. In total, 272 scenes
were selected into our test set.

The unsupervised clustering results are evaluated against
these manually labeled ground truths. To illustrate the effi-
ciency of the co-clustering scheme in auditory scene grouping,
we also compare it with some traditional one-way clustering
algorithms, as -means and -means [27], which are concep-
tually closest to our approach. Here, the -means algorithm is
an extended -means algorithm, in which BIC is also used to
estimate the cluster number automatically.

The experimental results on low-level acoustic features and
on mid-level audio effects are reported in Sections IV-A and
IV-B, respectively, and some summarization are also presented
in Section IV-C.

A. Co-Clustering of Acoustic Features and Auditory Scenes

Totally, the 29-dimension frame-based acoustic feature vec-
tors are extracted for each auditory scene, including STE, ZCR,
brightness, bandwidth, harmonicity prominence [3], subband
energy and subband flux [3] (8 subbands), and 8-order MFCCs.
In the experiments, the mean values of frame features over an
entire auditory scene are taken as the features of that scene.

With the contingency table constructed in Section III-C-1,
the evaluations are performed for two cases: 1) assuming
the number of clusters is known in a priori (compared with

-means); and 2) estimating the numbers of clusters automati-
cally (compared with -means), respectively.

1) Given the Numbers of Clusters: First, we specify the
number of clusters as five in both the -means and the ITCC
algorithm. As the traditional -means algorithm is sensitive to
the choice of initial centroids, we apply the far-apart strategy
to select more proper initial centroids for -means and so
to provide more accurate classification results. Although the
number of scene clusters is specified, in the co-clustering the
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TABLE III
CLUSTERING PERFORMANCE ON LOW-LEVEL ACOUSTIC FEATURES

WITH AUTOMATICALLY ESTIMATED NUMBERS OF CLUSTERS

number of feature (column) clusters still needs to be estimated
with the BIC based approach, as introduced in Section III-B.

The clustering performance for both algorithms is illustrated
in Table II. There, each row represents one obtained cluster,
while each column shows the distribution of the scene samples
belonging to a ground truth category across all obtained clusters.
To make the results even more informative, we shade the table
field linking a particular ground truth semantic category and the
clusters most likely corresponding to this category, and then cal-
culate the corresponding precision and recall, as well as the av-
erage accuracy of the clustering. Here, for each row, the shadow
field was automated selected as the one with the largest number.
Thus, there may be multiple clusters being associated with one
semantic category like the excitement and fight in Table II; and
there also may be some semantic category such as the air-attack
having no related cluster. This is why the recall of air-attack is
0.00% in Table III.3

From Table II, it is clear that the co-clustering algorithm
yields relatively better performance. For example, the recall
of all semantic categories (except for air-attack, which is
missed by both algorithms) are above 60% using co-clustering,
while most of the recalls obtained using -means are only
around 50%. Similar phenomenon can also be observed for the

3In clustering, samples of air-attack were prone to be grouped with samples
of pursuit because they have confusable acoustic characteristics, like the fourth
cluster generated byK-means and the third cluster by co-clustering in Table II.
As the number of examples of air-attack is small while that of pursuit is larger,
such mixed clusters are dominated by pursuit. Therefore, there is no cluster was
associated with the air-attack.

TABLE IV
ACOUSTIC FEATURE GROUPS OBTAINED USING ITCC

precision. The average accuracy of the co-clustering algorithm
is around 64%, while -means can only reach about 50%. This
indicates that the clusters obtained using co-clustering are more
distinguishing with respect to the ground truth.

2) Automatic Estimation the Number of Clusters: We also
evaluate the BIC-based strategy proposed in Section III-B for
automatically selecting the cluster numbers in the co-clustering
scheme, and—for comparison—also in the -means algorithm.
In the -means clustering, we search for the proper cluster
number in the range of , and in the co-clus-
tering, we look for the auditory scene cluster number and the
acoustic feature cluster number in the ranges of
and .

Table III shows the clustering performance using the esti-
mated numbers of clusters. Finally, we get 11 and eight audi-
tory scene categories with the -means and ITCC algorithms,
respectively. Table III shows that compared to the ITCC algo-
rithm, the -means algorithm results in a stronger over-seg-
mentation of data with respect to the ground truth categories.
For example, four clusters are found that are related to the excite-
ment category, while only two such clusters are obtained using
ITCC. In other words, the cluster structure obtained using ITCC
resembles more closely the content distribution across the de-
fined semantic categories. Moreover, the average classification
accuracy of ITCC is close to 70%, while that of -means is only
just above 50%.

In Table IV, we list the clusters of acoustic features resulting
from co-clustering. There are four feature groups, and the
grouping results look reasonable regarding the nature of the
features. For example, most of the MFCC coefficients are
grouped together in the second cluster, subband features in
high frequency domain are classified in the third cluster, while
subband features in low frequency range are mainly in the first
and the fourth clusters.

B. Co-Clustering of Audio Effect and Auditory Scenes

For auditory scene categorization based on mid-level audio
effects, the HMM-based framework proposed in our previous
work [2], [3] was utilized to detect ten audio effects including
applause, car racing, cheer, car-crash, explosion, gun-shot, he-
licopter, laughter, plane, and siren, as well as three general
audio effects, such as music, speech, and noise, in all the scene
samples. These audio effects were selected in order to represent
the five auditory scene categories defined in our experiments.
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TABLE V
CLUSTERING PERFORMANCE ON MID-LEVEL AUDIO

EFFECTS WITH SPECIFIED NUMBERS OF CLUSTERS

The general precision and recall of audio effect detection can
reach around 80% and 90%, respectively. Moreover, the detec-
tion errors mostly occur among audio effects usually happening
together. For example, gun-shot and explosion are found to be
easily misclassified as one being the other and vice verse. The
evaluation results presented below show that our co-clustering
scheme suffers a little from such misclassification among co-oc-
curring audio effects. Similar to the evaluation steps in Sec-
tion IV-A, the categorization process is performed here also for
two cases, i.e., for a given number of clusters, and with auto-
matically estimated clusters.

1) Given Number of Clusters: Here, we also prespecify the
number of cluster as five for both -means and ITCC. The clus-
tering results are shown in Table V.

Table V shows that the ITCC-based approach again achieved
better performance than -means. When using -means,
two semantic categories, i.e., excitement and air-attack, were
missed. For example, most samples from excitement are mixed
with samples from humor in the obtained cluster one. Com-
pared to this, samples from excitement and humor are correctly
distinguished by co-clustering. The general classification accu-
racy of ITCC is also evidently higher than -means.

2) Automatic Estimation the Number of Clusters: In the
-means clustering, we search for the proper cluster number
in the range of ; and in ITCC, we look for the

scene cluster number and the effect cluster number in the
ranges of , and , respectively.

In our experiments, we finally obtained eight auditory scene
categories by using the ITCC, and 13 scene categories by using
the -means clustering, as that shown in Table VI. This table
shows that, in general, the co-clustering algorithm can achieve
better performance in the auditory scene categorization. First,
the number of auditory categories obtained by co-clustering is
closer to the ground truth than that achieved with the -means
clustering. This indicates that co-clustering can give a more
exact approximation of the actual content grouping structure
in the test database. Second, for most categories, co-clustering
achieves a higher precision and recall than the -means algo-
rithm. In average, around 88.6% auditory scenes are correctly

TABLE VI
CLUSTERING PERFORMANCE ON MID-LEVEL AUDIO EFFECTS WITH

AUTOMATICALLY ESTIMATED NUMBERS OF CLUSTERS

TABLE VII
AUDIO EFFECT GROUPS OBTAINED USING ITCC

classified with the co-clustering algorithm, and the performance
of the -means clustering is 83.82%.

Also, with the co-clustering algorithm we obtain seven rather
intuitive audio effect groups, as illustrated in Table VII. One
interesting case to note in Table VII is that music is grouped to-
gether with helicopter and siren. After investigating the audio
tracks we found that in action movies most pursuit scenes, in
which sounds of helicopter and siren frequently occur, are usu-
ally accompanied by a music background.

C. Summary of the Evaluation Results

In the above experiments, we have evaluated the pro-
posed co-clustering scheme for auditory scene categorization
through its comparison with the traditional one-way -means
( -means) algorithms, using both low-level acoustic features
and mid-level audio effects, and using both pre-specified
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number of clusters and automatically estimated cluster num-
bers. In view of the detailed explanations of the results we gave
in Sections IV-A and IV-B, we can summarize as follows.

• In general, the two-way co-clustering scheme outperforms
traditional one-way clustering, both when using the low-
level acoustic features and mid-level audio effects, and
also both with given number of clusters and auto-estimated
clusters. The clusters obtained with co-clustering are more
consistent with the ground truth semantic categories, thus
its average clustering accuracy is higher than -means/
-means.

• The proposed BIC-based strategy is effective in esti-
mating the numbers of clusters in co-clustering, on both
low-level and mid-level feature spaces. With this strategy,
we achieved the number of clusters which is closer to the
ground truth, compared to the -means algorithm (see
Table III and Table VI).

• Compared with low-level features, mid-level audio effects
can provide more comprehensive descriptions to auditory
scenes and achieve better grouping results, using both

-means and ITCC. Such phenomenon is consistent with
the results obtained in previous research works on auditory
scene classification with supervised statistical learning
[3]–[5].

• The co-clustering scheme is more robust than other
schemes for both low-level and mid-level based scene cat-
egorization. In comparison, with -means, the recall on
some clusters in the mid-level feature space is even worse
than in the low-level feature space. For example, two se-
mantic categories (excitement and air-attack) were missed
by -means clustering in the mid-level space (Table V)
while only one (air-attack) was missed in the low-level
space (Table II). In comparison, the co-clustering is more
stable.

• The best performance in the whole experiment was ob-
tained using the co-clustering scheme and the mid-level
audio effects.

V. DISCUSSIONS

The results show that the proposed co-clustering scheme
achieves better performance on clustering both the low-level
acoustic features and mid-level audio effects. In view of the
fact that we worked with general audio features and treated all
audio data in the same way, independent of various possible
combinations of speech, music, and noise, these results indicate
that our approach can be employed widely, in various audio
content analysis applications. In pervasive computing scenarios,
where any low-level acoustic features can be extracted, our
scheme can be performed directly on low-level feature spaces
to assign audio segments to semantic categories. In some other
applications, where typical audio effects can be enumerated
and detected, our approach can achieve better performance on
such mid-level representations. Moreover, to further improve
the semantic categorization results, it is still possible to expand
our scheme with other information such as speech transcription
[28], and with other technologies such as temporal sequence
modeling.

Fig. 4. Comparison of ITCC andK-means on image clustering. The clustering
performances with regard to various number of image objects are examined. The
ground truth is from the COIL-100 database.

More generally, we believe our approach can also facilitate
other multimedia applications. As we mentioned in the section
of Introduction, to provide more general solutions and move
away from those narrow scope approaches [13], more and
more recent research works have pay attention to develop
unsupervised solutions for multimedia content analysis. As a
basic technology, unsupervised clustering acts an important
role in building these general solutions. In this paper, we have
investigated the fundamental problem—finding proper feature
correlations and similarity measurement—in clustering, and
proposed ITCC as a feasible scheme to formulize this problem.
To the best of our knowledge, only the manifold-based algo-
rithms (such as the spectral clustering [29]) impliedly consider
such problem in clustering. However, in comparison to mani-
fold-based algorithms, our approach provide another complete
different solution, and can explicitly discover feature groups
(as those shown in Tables IV and VII), which may also benefit
some applications. We have successfully applied our approach
in audio analysis in this paper, and our experience may benefit
attempts in other multimedia modals.

To show the effectiveness of the co-clustering scheme on
other mediums, in this paper we also carried out a preliminary
evaluation on content-based image clustering, which is one of
the fundamental components in image related applications. The
evaluation was based on the well-known COIL-100 database
which consists of 7200 images from 100 objects, with 72 images
for each object [30]. Further, to examine the clustering perfor-
mance of the proposed scheme with regard to various number
of image objects, we randomly selected ten, 20, , and 100
objects from the COIL-100 database, and then applied clus-
tering on these selected objects. The feature used in the exper-
iment was the 64-dimentional histogram in HSV color space
[31], which is widely used in image retrieval. Similar to the ex-
periments in Section IV, we also compared our ITCC method
with -means, and use accuracy as the criterion for evalua-
tion. The performance is shown in Fig. 4. From Fig. 4, it’s
clear that ITCC always achieved better accuracy than -means.
This result is consistent with the previous experiments on audi-
tory categorization in Section IV. Moreover, with the increasing
of the number of objects in the clustering, the performance of

-means drops significantly, while that of ITCC is relatively
stable. More objects here means more images are used, and
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more possibilities of misclassification. This is why the accuracy
of -means drops when clustering more objects. In compar-
ison, the stable accuracy of ITCC indicates it is more robust in
dealing with a large number of objects.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we focused on the problem of automatically
categorizing auditory scene in an unsupervised manner. We
first investigated the phenomenon of local grouping trends
among various low- and mid-level features, and explained how
such trends will affect the semantic similarity measurements
between scenes. An approach via co-clustering proved to be
capable to exploit grouping trends among different dimensions
of the feature space, and provide semantically the most accurate
way to measure similarity between auditory scenes. Moreover,
we extended the algorithm with a BIC-based strategy to au-
tomatically select the numbers of clusters in co-clustering.
Experiments showed encouraging results on both semantic
categorization and cluster number estimation. Co-clustering
achieved better performances in comparison with traditional
one-way clustering, on both the low-level acoustic features and
the mid-level audio effect representations.

There is still room to improve the proposed scheme. For
example, in the current scheme the contingency table must
be re-computed when new samples are added. This practical
inconvenience may be addressed by generalizing the pro-
posed co-clustering process towards an incremental clustering
scheme. Moreover, in co-clustering, it is still challenging to
model temporal relationship among various audio effects to im-
prove the clustering performance. This is also a good direction
in the further work.
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